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General Knowledge Key Points/Rationale 

Remove all jewelry from arms hands, 
and neck. Wear proper PPE/Cover all 
Hair tuck the shirt /PP 

Hair and Jewelry may harbor bacteria. 
Tucking the shirt lowers bacteria count in 
room and prevents contamination of 
tables. 
Staff cannot apply proper PPE after 
scrubbing 
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Ensure that the skin on your hands, 
fingers, and forearms are intact and free 
of cuts and abrasions 

Staff should not scrub into sterile field if 
they have cuts and abrasions. This will 
increase the risk of infections 
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Finger nails should be short  
No artificial nails, nail polish is permitted  

Artificial nails harbor bacteria  
Nail polish must be free of chips 
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Hands are always held above elbows 
during and after cleaning the 
hands/surgical scrub 

This prevents bacteria laden soap and 
water from contaminating the hands 
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SURGICAL HAND ANTISEPSIS USING ALCOHOL/CHG PRODUCT   H H 2 
Staff should wash finger nails, hands, 
and forearms to 2” above the elbows. 
Clean nails with a pick on the first scrub 
of the day and as needed. Dry hands and 
arms before going to the dispenser for 
antiseptic agent 

Note: staff should use a nail pick to clean 
under each fingernail during initial hand 
washing. Damp or wet skin can reduce 
the effectiveness of hand scrub agent. 
Wash hand s prior to each use of a 
antimicrobial agent. 
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Dispense the appropriate amount of 
hand scrub into one of your hands. Place 
the fingertips of opposite hand into 
agent  

Roll fingernails in agent to get it under the 
nails 
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Spread the rest of the agent up over 
hands and rub it in to just above the 
elbows (Two inches?) 

Make sure to apply to all skin surface x  H H 2 

Dispensing a second application of agent 
into second palm repeat the steps on 
second arm 

Volumes may vary depending on the type 
of anti microbial agent used 
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Dispense a third application of agent into 
either palm as per manufactures 
specification and apply generously to all 
aspects of the hands up to the wrists 

Rub both hands together aggressively.  
 
Rub the hands together until agent is dry 
on hands 
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SURGICAL SCRUB  USING ANTIMICROBIAL SOAP   H H 2 
Turn water on/ wet arms and hands 
using antimicrobial soap wash hands and 
arms to above elbows. Clean under 
finger nails with nail pick (first scrub of 
the day and as needed). 

This is a pre cleaning prior to the surgical 
scrub. Discard of the nail pick 
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Keep hands above elbows and rinse. Go 
under the water one time (per arm) and 
do not shake off water. Allow it to drip 
off.  

This initial wash removes transient 
organisms. Do not pull arms back through 
water after initial rinse or create aerosols 
by shaking.  Dry arms before next step. 
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Choose the type of sterile brush you will 
use for scrub. Open and prepare it for 
use. Wet hands and arms to above the 
elbow and relather with an accepted 
antimicrobial product. 

Note: staff can use the antimicrobial soap 
in the dispenser and a sterile brush or the 
can use a sterile brush impregnated with 
antimicrobial scrub agents like CHG. By 
relathering both arms the agent has time 
to act. The second application is aimed at 
resident bacteria. 
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Turn water on and wet the hands and 
arms to above elbow. Using 
antimicrobial soap lather hands and 
arms to above elbow. Clean under the 
finger nails with a pick.   

This is a pre cleaning prior to the scrub 
Discard the nail pick 
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Keep hands above the elbow and rinse 
 

Do not pull the arms back through water 
after initial rinse. This prevents bacteria 
laden soap  and water from 
contaminating the hand 
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Lather the hands and arms to above the 
elbow with a antimicrobial soap 
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Scrub the fingernails, hands, and arms to 
above the elbow in the following 
sequence  
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Fingernails 30 strokes Using the brush bristles rub nails 
vigorously into the bristles 30 times  

x
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Break the fingers into 4 sides. Then 
stroke each side 10 times 

Make sure to get into the creases and 
inter digital spaces. It is not necessary to 
use bristles on the skin as it scratches and 
studies have shown an increase in 
bacteria. 
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Divide the palm and back of hand into 
halves use the ten stroke method on 
each area 

Make sure to include the sides of palm 
and hand 
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Divide the arm into 3 sections. Divide 
each section into 4 sides. Scrub the arm 
distally to proximal end using the 10 
stroke method on each side 

Never go back to a previously scrubbed 
area. It would be considered 
contaminated if you would 
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Repeat the previous steps on second 
arm 

Note: If more antimicrobial soap is 
needed it may be applied to brush via 
approved dispenser  
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When scrub is finished dispose of sponge 
while maintaining sterility. Rinse arms by 
passing through the running water as 
described initially. 

Staff should not do multiple passes. x  H H 2 

Keeping hands above the elbows and out 
in front of you proceed to the OR and 
gowning area 

You will aseptically towel off hands and 
arms then gown and glove. 
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